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Yummy FTP Updates to Version 1.6.1
Published on 08/28/07
Yummy Software is proud to announce the release of Yummy FTP 1.6.1. Yummy FTP is an
FTP,
FTP SSL/TLS, and SFTP client that combines all the best features available in other file
transfer solutions, and adds a wealth of its own uniquely powerful capabilities, and then
powers them all with a highly tuned FTP engine. The result is an incredibly fast, flexible
and reliable file transfer utility for Mac OS X.
Built as native Mac OS X software from the ground up, Yummy FTP was designed with the goal
of providing a reliable, powerful, yet easy to use file transfer utility.
Since its release, Yummy FTP has gained a reputation for being the fastest, most reliable,
and most flexible FTP client available.
"Sophisticated FTP client with all the features you could wish for. Highly recommended."
4/23/2007 iusethis Review
"Absolutely amazing FTP client. Fast, reliable and the most capable one I've seen."
11/30/2006 MacUpdate Review/5 Stars
In Version 1.6.1, Yummy Software extends and refines the 1.6 upgrade, providing even more
new features and options, extra speed and enhanced reliability
v1.6.1 Highlights:
1. Secure FTP Alias - tamperproof option for the self-contained upload droplet
2. Chinese Localization - simplified and traditional
3. More Speed - engine tune-up for even faster multi-file transfers
4. Better Compatibility - for servers that limit connections and for those which drop them
5. Copy Directory - copy the file listings as a text
6. Improved Schedule - set a start date as well as time
7. Many More Smaller Enhancements
8. Bug Fixes
See the Read Me for full details
v1.6 Feature Highlights:
1. Recursive Batch Transfers
Transfer of multiple files and folders is much faster than before.
2. Bandwidth Throttling
Bandwidth Throttling allows you to set a limit (in K's) to how much bandwidth will be used
for uploads and downloads. This prevents the possibility of too bandwidth being used, and
potentially stopping others on the network from browsing or performing other internet
related activities.
3. Free FTP Alias
The FTP Alias feature has been reworked to allow Alias' to be fully self contained. An FTP
Alias may now be sent to a client and used to upload files without them needing to
purchase or even install Yummy FTP.
For a complete list of features, bug fixes, and FAQ, please visit our website.
Pricing:
Yummy FTP is $25 for a single user license. Multi-user discounts are available beginning
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at ten seats. Site licenses and other discounts are available upon request. A free 30-day,
fully-functional trial is available.
Website:
http://www.yummysoftware.com
Product URL:
http://www.yummysoftware.com/features/main
Download Yummy FTP 1.6.1:
http://www.yummysoftware.com/YummyFTP.dmg.zip
Purchase Link:
http://store.eSellerate.net/s.asp?s=STR8473489846

Yummy Software is a small independent software company, dedicated to creating the very
best Mac OS X software. The company is owned and run by Mac enthusiasts and the
developers
have worked on commercial products for nearly 16 years. Our dedication to the Mac platform
runs deep, and our appreciation for good software is what drives us to release the best
utilities around.
###
Jason Downing
Owner
support@yummysoftware.com
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